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for our test today, we'll focus on testing how acronis true image works, and how easy it is to use. acronis true image 2019 for windows lets users quickly restore files to a new or current system and copy an entire operating system to a new
hard drive. youll find an intuitive interface with three buttons, and the ability to easily add or remove computers. first, we explore the main menu that normally appears when the software is opened. after clicking windows in the left pane, the
program displays a list of your current systems, as well as your backup drive, if one has been selected. the tabs at the top of the window include tools, update , and partition, which allows users to adjust the contents of their current drive. in
the tools tab, users can select their backup tool, as well as the network drive, if one has been selected. users can select a backup tool by selecting a drive from the backup folder list, or selecting an add-on from the add-on menu. you can also
drag an add-on from the tool list, if you have one. the update tab has a content list that shows recent system changes, that were made within the last 24 hours. users can delete these changes, or select the items that they want to restore to
their current systems. to add content, users click the browse button to select the backup tool that they want to use, and select a backup folder. after clicking browse, users can open the folder that they have selected. selecting files can be
done by clicking the up arrow to view previous versions of the selected file or an add-on. users can also delete the selected files, or select all of the selected files or an add-on.
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hi pat, i am not clear on where your "trail" info comes from. when you say trail, i assume you are using the special user's build as provided by acronis in-store. if you install into your system the normal "mainstream" build, then you will be
running the main release of the product, which is full. my understanding is that a full release of any "acronis" product has the repair, system restore and acronis drive cleaner components built into that product. in the mainstream version there

are no repair tools, and the rest is built in (by default at least). i believe the "special" user's build is just a pre-release or trial version, and does not have the built in repair tools. i don't know where your information is coming from, but it is
wrong. hi pat, thanks for responding, but i am not sure i understand your comments on your understanding of a full version. please, if you could clarify that for me, i would appreciate it. are you saying that the mainstream release of the

product is full, while the special user's version is not? what does the "full" version include as far as repair tools, etc.? does the mainstream version include the repair tools by default or does that need to be selected during the install, when it is
run for the first time? when you say that you installed your full version of acronis true image home, and after a reboot, could not get the product to load, that sounds like this is your problem. there has been no problem with my product since i
purchased it in 2013. when i purchase a product i always have my phone with me, call acronis in store, and get the original receipt. i call their toll-free number, and have them validate it. then i purchase that product. you may have installed

the product in the wrong place. if your install of the product is in a different location than your acronis true image home install, it will not work. 5ec8ef588b
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